Abstract. This paper discusses a model implementation of dynamic heat dissipation simulation based on S-Function under MATLAB Simulink Environment. The subtle changes in heat dissipation process can be simulated through this model and the model can be easily used to build thermal control system. A multiloop thermal system, including two payloads and fluid loop system, has been built to test this model. From the simulation results we can analyze the efficiency of heat dissipation in different payload distributions and different flow rate allocations. This model is possibly used for high accuracy temperature control and complex multiloop thermal system analysis.
Introduction
The difficulties of spacecraft thermal control system have attracted multitudinous controller researchers and thermal simulation researchers, but there is no unified model that can be adopted to both side [1] . Many researchers who major in control algorithm use a lumped parameter equation to describe the whole thermal system disregarding the applicability of the model. The model partly expresses the tendency of temperature, but it will cover up some detail change [2] [3] . In the opposite, the model used in thermal analysis is based on partial differential equation of heat conduction and using numerical computation method to simulate the result. There are many commercial software developed for this purpose, such as Fluent and CFX, which can simulate various kind of complex thermal models [4] [5] . However, it is an unsuitable platform for doing control algorithm. Most of control systems are built based on MATLAB-Simulink Environment which have abundant blocks and functions to achieve complex algorithm and analyze dynamic system. But Simulink is unable to deal with the partial differential equation owing to its working mechanism which is based on the differential with respect to time. S-Function is a special block which provides a powerful mechanism for extending the capabilities of the Simulink by means of programming [6] . In this paper, a cold plate transient thermal model based on S-function is built. The partial differential equation is solved by discretizing into ordinary differential equations in S-function. This model not only achieves the heat transient transfer simulation, but also realizes all physical variable synchronous input and output in Simulink environment. For showing application of the model, a multiloop thermal system has been built. Through the simulation, we can obtain some benefit results regarding different payload distributions and different flow rate allocations.
Mathematical Model
The issues of dynamic multiloop thermal system have provided opportunities for testing simulation model and investigating the efficiency of heat dissipation. One component in this thermal system is cold plate which has been divided into two parts, payload and fluid. Due to the difference of heat transfer rate, payload uses numerical computation method and fluid adopts lumped parameter method. Thanks to powerful mechanism of S-Function which can accommodate continuous, discrete, and hybrid systems, we are able to mix two different methods in one block. The transient model of payload is based on governing equation for one-dimensional unsteady heat conduction as follow [7] :
Discrete Unsteady Heat Conduction Model of Cold Plate
We need to simulate the equation through numerical computation method, because it is a partial differential equation which hardly to get an analytic solution. Dispersing the payload model into numerous nodes and computing all governing equations of the nodes in each moment, the parameters in node division are as shown in Integrate the equation (1) and exchange integral order, we obtain [8] 
Derivative of temperature with respect to time adopt piecewise linear distribution and derivative of temperature with respect to space write in display format 
With the coefficients are defined as (5) is simplified into [9] 
The boundary conditions should be considered separately. The heat input and convection boundary conditions can be written as
Similarly, the equation (7)(8) 
We can through the formula:
to calculate heat exchange amount.
Heat Transfer Model for Fluid
The lumped parameter model of fluid may be explicitly expressed as [2] ( ) After model validation, we use this thermal model to investgate the efficiency of heat exchange under different payload distributions. The common distributions are series and parallel connection. Series connection can be further divided into type A and B when the sequence of heat power of payloads are considered. Type A is to put the high-power payload before the low-power payload while type B is the opposite(refer to fig.5 ). In the simulation the heat power of two payloads have been set as 500W and 200W. Total flow rate is 400L/h and the loop of high-power payload is set as 250L/h. So the flow rate of low-power will be 150L/h. This flow rate allocation is according to the result in fig.6 in which allocation may minimize the sum of two payload temperature at steady state. Refer to fig.7 , the result showed that the series connection type B has the lowest temperature sum which may express the better effect of heat dissipation. Comparing with two type of series connection the parallel connection has obvious gap. The changing of heat exchange amount illustrates the reason of this gap (refer to fig.8 ). Series connection heat exchange speed faster than parallel connection in the same inlet condition. This difference of heat exchange speed owes to the bigger temperature difference between fluid and payload. Therefore, the final result show that the heat exchange speed is series connection type B> type A> parallel connection.
Conclusion
To investigate the thermal performance of multiloop, a dynamic heat dissipation model based on S-Function was established in this paper. The model is able to use in Simulink as a block, so we can easily extend the simulation system for future thermal control system. From the sample model application of two loop thermal system, the main conclusions are listed as follows:
1. Transient state model is more accordant with practical circumstances and can simulate more changing detail. 2. Series connection has better heat exchange performance, including lower temperature sum and faster heat exchange speed, then parallel connection in the same conditions. 3. Due to the bigger temperature difference between fluid and payload, the series connection that putting the low-power payload before the high-power payload has better heat exchange performance than the opposite form.
